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Once Upon a time in a magical forest far, far away there lived the 

Patriot Trees, the Patriot Trees were able to move about within the 

confines of the magical forest and when any threat came their way to 

try cut them down and steal their land they would all stand firm and 

fight back, they had the power to wave their mighty branches and 

create a force so powerful that it would blow any foe completely away. 



The Patriot Trees protected the forest, they protected the animals, they 

protected all the wildlife, the Patriot Trees were strong and mighty and 

they helped to keep the forest alive and free,  

Then one by one the Patriot Trees got very old and began falling away and within 

a few years there was only one true Patriot Tree left, all the other trees 

compromised their principles over the years which weakened their ability to 

stand firm and strong against the opposing forces who wanted nothing more than 

to take away their freedom and steal their land and cut them down and haul 

them all away. 

Soon after a big timber company began cutting their way through the magic 

forest, by this time the last Patriot Tree was old and his ways were considered old 

fashion and obsolete. The Patriot Tree tried to warn the younger trees of the 

imminent danger but they wouldn't listen they reasoned that if they just stood 

still and left the timber crew alone then the timber crew would leave them alone. 

It was decided that the trees would just stay still and remain silent and hope for 

the best. In the coming weeks and months the trees were slowly cut down and 

hauled away, the old Patriot Tree retreated far into the forest with the hopes of 

planting the seeds that would one day produce another forest of mighty Patriot 

trees. 

We live in a time where most people have chosen to stay still and remain silent 

and inactive in the face of the encroaching danger, there are forces out there just 

like the timber crew who want nothing more than to cut our freedoms down and 

haul us away, we cannot just remain silent and still hoping that everything will get 

better, we cannot continue to remain inactive and indifferent, what's happening 

is our rights and our freedoms are being attacked and eroded right before our 

eyes, the Patriot Trees of America need to rise up and reclaim their rights and 

freedoms and we need to fight back before it's too late,  

STAND YOUR GROUND OR RISK LOSING IT ALL ONE DAY SOON!!!    

JOSHUA 10:25 THEN JOSHUA SAID TO THEM “DO NOT BE AFRAID NOR BE DISMAYED; BE 

STRONG AND OF GOOD COURAGE, FOR THUS THE LORD WILL DO AGAINST ALL YOUR ENIMIES 

AGAINST WHOM YOU FIGHT…AMEN   

 



 

 


